Snow Machine Factsheet

What is the snow made out of?
The snow is made from a fake foam compound (like thick bubble bath), all non-toxic and completely safe that is
purely for effect. As it disintegrates fairly quickly and is soft, you cannot make snow men or snow balls from it like
real snow. In saying that, it is still a lot of fun and enjoyable to play around in.
Will the snow machine fit in a standard vehicle?
Yes, the snow machines are all self-contained in a road case that is the size of a small suitcase. It can usually fit
in the back seat or boot of a standard car. See gallery for photos of machine and the road case.
How long does 5L of fluid last?
The 5L of snow fluid typically lasts an entire event. Ninety percent of our clients only ever use 5L or less. On full
blast and continuous running, you get around 30 minutes of use. However, the machine is best used
intermittently and as an effect, which means you can get hours of use from it.
Where should we position the machine?
The snow machine is best positioned up high, overhead to create the best effect. If you cannot get it high we
suggest hiring one of our high velocity Italian fans which will push the snow high up into the sky to create a great
atmosphere.
How long does the ‘snow’ last once it leaves the machine?
As the snow is actually a foam compound it tends to settle for some time (up to a few minutes before
disintegrating.) The snow will disappear whether it touches a person or object first. If you run the snow machine
on a higher setting, non-stop you will get a snow ‘pit’ settled on the ground from the built up snow.
What are the power requirements?
Our machines run off a standard 240V 10A power circuit requiring around 5A. If the area is remote, we can
supply a generator to power it.
What area does the snow cover?
The snow machine will project the snow roughly 6m from the machine. Outdoors the wind can add to the area
covered. By adding one of our high velocity Italian fans, the snow can be pushed over 10m and become much
more efficient.
Can the snow machine be used in wet weather?
The snow machines are not waterproof and can only be used in light rain.
Can we see any photos of the machine in action?
Yes, we have a full image gallery on our website showing our machines at various events and configurations. We
also have a range of photos showing our other snow and effect products that you may be interested in.

